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CORNEA SMART TV 52 40 SECONDS

DESCRIPTIONS VISUALS

This is a revolution

A design revolution

With 4K borderless display

'This is a revolution’ the phrase comes right
at the top in bold. Parts of the extremely thin,
sharp display borders are shown rotating and
zooming in and in slow-mo (in a way to tease,
flaunt and attract)

The full-fledged TV comes in the middle with
the quote 'A design revolution' on the top.
Preferably the biggest 4K variant. It has a
vibrant wallpaper in the display section
Display specifications are shown in pointers:
Ultra-Thin
Ultra-Light
Bezel-Less Design
Metal Body

The tv on the left is zoomed in, on the
borders. Moving upwards and then sideways
to show minimal borders with parts of a 4K
image (the vibrant wallpaper) in the display
area. 'With 4K borderless display' comes in
bold, on the right.
Display specifications are shown in pointers:
4K Resolution
Bezel Less Frame
178 Degree View
Wall Mountable
Comes with table top



A technological revolution

A Revolution of Content
(https://images.app.goo.gl/gVaFg9QSQTXgq
AB57)

Cast it

Play it

Enjoy it

‘A technological revolution’ comes on the
top in bold. Similar to the design revolution.
The TV UI appears. Numerous contents are
shown. Extremely fast and smooth scrolling
and. The Android logo also appears.
Massive 50 Inch
Android TV
WiFi Enabled
Web Browser
Miracast
Air-Mouse remote
Visible art

The ‘A Revolution of Content’ appears on
the top right. Below it, all the important app
icons - Netflix, YouTube, Amazon Prime,
Hotstar, JioTv, Zee5, appear

'Cast it' - the Miracast is shown. A
smartphone display appears where a family
group call is taking place and after clicking on
the phone screen the screenshot copy of the
same group call is flown onto the big TV
screen instantly. Two cast icons appear at the
same time on top of the screens.
PLAY YOUTUBE VIDEO.
VIDEO CALL
Browser

'Play it' - the huge play icon is shown on TV
and one action-packed scene is played.



And much more with the sleek Air-Mouse
remote

Access content
It's easier than ever

Made with Love.

In India

This is Cornea LED Smart TV
A display revolution

'Enjoy it' - the sound waves come out from
the TV's speaker area. The sound
specifications appear on the right -
20W output
DTS HD Sound

The remote is now right in the middle of the
screen. Zoomed in, shown from different
angles, including the keyboard. These quotes
appear on top 'And much more', below it,
'With the sleek Air-Mouse remote'.

The remote is now shown in use. It is
interacting with the TV screen. The remote is
in the foreground, TV in the background.
Contents are typed easily on remote and
search results come up immediately on
screen and are played instantly. 'Access
Content' is on top and below it 'It's Easier
Than Ever' appears. The features are listed in
pointers -
Built-in keyboard
Air mouse sensor
Playback control

The TV's different sides are shown, the ports
are also shown, top to bottom and vice versa,
in a way to flaunt. 'Made with Love' appears.
Then the word 'in India' comes with a bigger
and bolder animation.

The TV now is shown again in its full glory,
with 2 variants coming together side-by-side.
Two different screen sizes.  Both screens
have vibrant wallpapers. The quote ‘A



Find us at

Display Revolution’ appears on the top,
similar to the previous two.
When everything has come together,  'This is
Cornea LED smart TV' appears

TVs are now on the left. The quote 'Find us
at' appears on the right. Flipkart and Amazon
logo appear side-by-side and the website
(www.corneaworld.com)  comes up below
them, in bold. Below them, the pointers
appear -
‘Delivery & Service Available at 26000 Pin
codes.
1+ 2 Year Service Warranty*** Conditions
Applied

http://www.corneaworld.com

